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Background and Overview
• Next decade poses great challenges but also promises great
opportuni5es for space science missions
• 2012 Solar and Space Physics Decadal Survey notes low cadence of
new ﬂagship or even large- and medium-cost missions in coming
decade (same for Earth Science, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics)
• Survey points out cri5cal value low cost missions (i.e., CubeSatbased) play in providing targeted scien5ﬁc discovery and training
next genera5on of space scien5sts/engineers
• FIREBIRD and AC6 – ﬁrst ongoing examples of such CubeSat missions
• We review these missions, provide a status update, and outline BIG
science these li@le missions are accomplishing
• Finally, we end with one important lesson learned (bigger straw…)
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MoBvaBng Science:
RelaBvisBc Electron Microbursts
• REP important to understand and quan5fy for two reasons:
– Poten5al major source for draining radia5on belts
– Poten5al major missing source of middle atmosphere physics

• Ini5al studies in 1960s from indirect balloon x-ray measurements
• REP studied directly in LEO most notably by SAMPEX mission; long
las5ng mission quan5ﬁed REP to a great extent (but at limited
energies and with a single large spacecra`)
• Despite decades of study with single spacecraF, fundamental spaceBme ambiguity persists – REP scien5ﬁc understanding stalled

2-s/c CubeSat Mission Concepts
• FIREBIRD-I and -II: Fly two 1.5u CubeSats in close proximity to
assess the spa5al scale, spa5al temporal ambiguity, and energe5cs
of rela5vis5c electron microbursts
1) What is the spa5al scale size of an individual burst? (excellent/very good)
2) What is the energy dependence of an individual burst? (excellent)

• AeroCube-6 (AC6): Fly two 0.5U CubeSat spacecra` in close Bmevariable proximity to assess the spa5al scale and spa5al temporal
ambiguity of magnetospheric microbursts
1) What is the spaBal scale size of an individual burst? (excellent)
2) What is the energy dependence of an individual burst? (good)

• Low-cost, mul5-point CubeSat measurements at low al5tudes
highly complementary to ﬂagship NA$A Van Allen Probes mission
– Targeted science highly leveraged; accomplishes science ﬂagship cannot
– Enormous science return per $

Summary of NSF FIREBIRD-I and -II Missions
PIs: Harlan Spence (UNH) and David Klumpar (MSU)
FB-I LAUNCHED: Dec 6, 2013
VAFB Atlas-5 NROL-39
FB-II Launched late 2015
VAFB Delta-II 7320 NASA SMAP (ELaNA-10)

FIREBIRD- I: Flight Units 1 and 2
Provided excellent science results;
FU1: 12/13 - 1/14, FU2: 4/14 – 9/14

FIREBIRD-II: Flight Units 3 and 4
Improved version of FB-I mission;
Launched and beauBful data since 1/2015

FIREBIRD-I Overview
• Ini5al FIREBIRD-I mission launched in late 2013 from VAFB on an
Atlas V, piggy-backing on an NRO launch (“Nothing is beyond our
reach”)

AeroCube-6

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dnepr launch: 19 June 2014
Orbit: 620 x 700 km at 98° incl.
Payload: 3 dosimeters per s/c
– 3 variants never ﬂown before
Nominal sample rate 1 Hz (i.e.,
lower) and crude energy spectra
Uses diﬀerenBal drag to control
spacecraF in-track separaBon
SBll in operaBon – nearing 3 years
– beauBful data!

Dosimeter
Payload:
S/C

ID#

Dosimeter

Measures

A

1

Thin Window Low LET
Variant

>50 keV electrons &
>600 keV protons

A

2

Thin Window High LET
Variant

>600 keV protons

A

3

Standard Teledyne

>1 MeV electrons &
>10 MeV protons

B

1

Thin Window Low LET
Variant

>50 keV electrons &
>600 keV protons

B

2

Thin Window High LET
Variant

>600 keV protons

B

3

High LET Variant

>10 MeV protons

FIREBIRD-II Overview
• Follow-on FIREBIRD-II mission launched 31 January 2015 from VAFB
on SMAP launch (ELaNA-X) – s5ll going strong – lessons learned

FIREBIRD-II:
Flight Units 3 and 4
Improved version of FB-I
mission (lessons learned);
AWESOME DATA SINCE
LAUNCH (2+ years)!!!

FIREBIRD-II Orbit/Data
• 650 x 430km orbit, 99 degree inclina5on – ground sta5on at MSU
• Typically one Morning (~0600-0800) and one evening (~1800-2000)
pass per orbit, but morning passes are heavily priori5zed
• “Context” data – low 5me/energy resolu5on – minimal volume

FU4 Context Data (Campaigns 1-9)
~ 1 MeV electrons
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FIREBIRD-II Orbit/Data
• Hi-Res data – high 5me/energy resolu5on - LARGE volume
– VERY limited HiRes data availability - ConOPS uses context data to hunt for
proverbial scien5ﬁc “needles in haystack”

• ConOPS successful but big lesson learned – we return to this at the
end of this talk - need a MUCH bigger data pipe for science!!)

First unambiguous evidence of
REP spaBal structure

• Examples of
temporally
persis5ng (3
minutes)
spa5al REP
bands

• A single s/c
interprets REP
as temporal
• Similar REP
spa5al
structures
seen also by
AC-6

FIREBIRD-II/AC6 Science Summary
• New Science and Discoveries – Big things come in li@le packages!
ü First spa5o-temporal disambigua5on of microbursts down to
1.5 seconds (~10 km) of dual spacecra` separa5on
ü Highest combined 5me (12 ms) and energy resolu5on (12-point
energy spectra from 200 keV to ~1.1 MeV) of REP microbursts
ü First observa5on of energy-dispersed REP microbursts
•

FIREBIRD science and mission overview
–

•

FIREBIRD mission technical details
–

•

Spence, H. E., et al., (2012), Focusing on Size and Energy Dependence of Electron Microbursts From
the Van Allen Radia5on Belts, Space Weather, 10, S11004, doi:10.1029/2012SW000869.
Klumpar, D., et al.,(2015) Flight system technologies enabling the twin-CubeSat FIREBIRD-II scien5ﬁc
mission, Proceedings of the 29th Annual AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites, Technical Sec5on
V: Year in Review, SSC15-V-6.

FIREBIRD ﬁrst science results
–
–

Crew, A.et al., (2016) First Mul5point In Situ Observa5ons of Electron Microbursts: Ini5al Results
From the NSF FIREBIRD-II Mission, J. Geophys. Res., DOI: 10.1002/2016JA022485.
Anderson, B. R., et al., (2017) Spa5al Scale and Dura5on of Microbursts on 13 August 2015, J.
Geophys. Res - Space, in press.

FIREBIRD-II Campaigns aka Squeezing
Watermelons Through a Soda Straw
• Month-long Campaigns: Campaign #11 starts this week
• Campaign dura5on set by quality/quan5ty of science data
stored onboard satellites
• Data storage allows data collec5on for ~4 weeks
• High-value science data downloaded between campaigns
• Only ~1% HiRes data downloaded! Missed opportunity!!

No NSF funds were used in the
making of this mug

Campaign #

Dates (Approx)

Primary Science Goal

1

2/1->2/21

Spa5al Scale of Individual Microbursts

2

3/20->4/16

St. Patrick’s Day Storm

3

5/15->6/15

Van Allen Probes Conjunc5ons

4

7/1->8/1

July 4th Storm

5

8/7->9/3

BARREL Campaign Conjunc5ons

6

11/17->12/15

Conjunc5ons, Lightning induced precipita5on

7

1/14->2/4

12.5ms 5me resolu5on, EFW and GRIPS conjunc5ons

8

5/14-> through summer

50ms res., context and COSI conjunc5ons (Alternate FU3 and FU4)

9

August 2016

Final BARREL Campaign

10

12/21/16

Conjunc5ons with ARASE and Van Allen Probes
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FIREBIRD-II CommunicaBon System:
Current Data Volume/Rate Limits
• Comm transceiver – AstroDev He-100 radio with VHF uplink and
UHF downlink in HAM bands
• Telemetry beacons and science data downlinks at 19.2 kbps
• 1W power output using GMSK modula5on and AX.25 packets
• Two monopole antennas; Single ground sta5on at MSU
• 2GB memory ﬁlled in ~ 1 month (only par5al data each orbit)
• We have obtained only ~1% of all possible stored data
• We leave a huge volume of invaluable science data in space!

OpBcal CommunicaBon: An Enabling
Technology for CubeSat Missions
• Low resolu5on “context” data (6-second resolu5on) – 4 kB/orbit
• High resolu5on “microburst” data collected at ~12 ms resolu5on x
2 instruments x 2 s/c – ~11 kB/second – dominates date volume
• Operate in science mode for en5re orbit (rather than a small
frac5on) – 50 MB/orbit (or ~800 MB/day or ~24 GB/month)
• If bever comm op5on when proposed, then design would have
driven at least another factor of 4 in terms of data (x2 in 5me
resolu5on, x2 in energy resolu5on) à 44 kB/sec à 1.6 GB/day
• Keck InsBtute for Space Science (KISS) workshop currently
ﬁnalizing report on opBcal communicaBon as criBcal enabling
technology for CubeSat missions; TRL is improving and will
achieve this sort of requirement – please see me or David
Klumpar this week for more informaBon!

OpBcal CommunicaBon on SmallSats –
Enabling the Next Era in Space Science

h@p://kiss.caltech.edu/new_website/workshops/optcomm/optcomm.html

Summary and Conclusions
• While CubeSat science missions such as described today will not
likely ever replace the larger strategic missions, in the coming
decade they will provide fresh, vibrant opportuni5es for innova5ve
approaches on PI-led missions
• These missions would stand alone scien5ﬁcally as well as
complement, augment, and provide con5nuity and community
engagement and opportunity between the larger strategic
missions that demand more resources.
• The community should con5nue to develop these innova5ve
approaches, and the funding agencies should conBnue to grow a
funding wedge to support them, including further development
of enabling technologies such as opBcal laser communicaBon!

Those who assert …
“It cannot be done”
… should never interrupt
those who are already
doing it.

